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Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #5                    Date __________ 

        (Subject-Verb Agreement) 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  
 

1. bonsai Branches is shaped with wire and small, surgical-like Tool 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. one Pine tree are thought to be at least 500 years old, and started Around 1610! 

        _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #6                   Date __________ 

        (Run-on Sentences) 
 

 Edit and rewrite the following scene.  
 

    mrs roosevelt is not the typical First Lady she was an out spoken women for racial equaly issues. 

working women, and the rights of world War 2 refugees eleanor also wrote a daily newspaper 

column a monthly magazine colum and hosted a national weakly radio shows.  

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Name __________ 

 Editing Practice # 7                   Date __________ 

        (Prepositions) 

 

 Add prepositional phrases and correctly edit the sentence.  
 

1. _______________________, the padio furnichure requires dusted and polishing 

 

2. buterflies was in the air __________________________________ 

 
 

 

Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #8                    Date __________ 

        (Apostrophes) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. in fans opinion, “the stars and stripes forever” is perhaps sousas bestest work’s 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. later, sousas own Band perform 15623 times in many of the worlds’ cities’ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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         Editing Practice #5 

(Subject-Verb Agreement) 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  
 

1. bonsai Branches is shaped with wire and small, surgical-like Tool 

Bonsai branches are shaped with wire and small, surgical-like tools. 

2. one Pine tree are thought to be at least 500 years old, and started Around 1610! 

 One pine tree is thought to be at least 500 years old, and it started around 1610! 

 

  

 Editing Practice #6   

        (Run-on Sentences) 
 

 Edit and rewrite the following scene.  
 

       mrs roosevelt is not the typical First Lady she was an out spoken women for racial equaly issues. 

working women, and the rights of world War 2 refugees eleanor also wrote a daily newspaper 

column a monthly magazine colum and hosted a weakly national radio shows.  

 

      Mrs. Roosevelt was not the typical First Lady. She was an outspoken woman for racial 

equality issues, working women, and the rights of World War II refugees. Eleanor also wrote a 

daily newspaper column, a monthly magazine column, and hosted a weekly national radio show. 

 

  

 Editing Practice #7                     

        (Preposition) 

 Add prepositional phrases and correctly edit the sentence.  
 

   1. _______________________, the padio furnichure requires dusted and polishing 

   After the windy weather, the patio furniture requires dusting and polishing. 

   2. buterflies was in the air __________________________________ 

    Butterflies were in the air below the pine trees. 
 

 

 

  

 Editing Practice #8    

        (Apostrophes) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. in fans opinion, “the stars and stripes forever is perhaps sousas bestest work’s 

     In fans’ opinion, “The Stars and Stripes Forever” is perhaps Sousa’s best work. 

2. later, sousas own Band perform 15623 times in many of the worlds’ cities’ 

     Later, Sousa’s own band performed 15,623 times in many of the world’s cities. 

 


